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Majora's mask 3d items
Can win these dice by beating games in scrub Get. Then win the Gorron race to get the gold dust that will allow Smith to forge this sword to you. If you go back in time it will not disappear. The Great Fairy Sword: All The Comeback Return Fairy up to fairy temple in Ikana Valley to get this sword from stone tower. It's a Cbutton item, and you can't use your shield with it. Camera: Save the witch in the southern swamp. You can take pictures with it. Hook shot: Found in pirate fortress. It acts like a grappling hook, and the link will allow itself to pull away objects. You can also kill enemies with it. Lens of truth: Follow owls across hidden
platforms in Goron City for a cave. The lens will reveal that which is normally hidden. Powder keg: Goron was bought in Goron Town for Rs 100 after completing the seller's test by taking one on the race track and clearing the entrance. If you are wearing a Goron mask, you can also buy one for Rs 50 from a Goron in the
clock town bomb shop. Bottles: The link can carry a total of six bottles that can be used to catch different things. All of them are listed below: Get medicine for the sick in the southern swamp. It will come in your first bottle. Complete Romantic's notebook entry in the field to get the third bottle filled with milk. Win the Goron
race and you will get a bottle filled with gold dust. Win beaver races in the Great Bay (you need a hookshot to get above the waterfall to get this bottle. Complete the quest towards the cemetery to get this bottle. Complete Madame Fragrance's epic notebook entry to get the final bottle. To bottle.
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